Education is Central

Principal’s
Star
Award
The STAR in Kakano is Zoe
Zoe is a student who has shown all the Central C’s during the year. This term has started off well for Zoe and it is great to see her managing herself and making sure that her
class mates are ok. Zoe has put a huge effort into learning and sometimes this has not
been easy. The “keep trying I can do it“ attitude that Zoe has will be so helpful for all
her schooling. Zoe, I would like to thank you for everything you have done this year in
Room 2. You are a STAR.

The STAR in Koru is Blake
Blake, you have worked hard to become a Koru star. You are the face of Te Toa (Courage)
at Central School. Overcoming everything thrown at you with a positive attitude, and a big
smile, it has been a pleasure to watch you grow and especially see your voice and
personality start to shine through. I can’t wait to see how you approach new learning in
the future, and I know you will continue to strive to be better than before in Poutama
also. Ka mau te wehi! He Toki koe!

The STAR in Poutama is Kaleb
Kaleb, the light from your star is growing brighter all the time. What a difference you
have made in your attitude towards school life. Gone is the grumpy Kaleb where school
work was hard, he is now a self motivated learner who comes to school asking me for new
reading books. He tries hard with all his work and gets tasks completed in the time
allowed. Kaleb is a great friend out in the playground and is fantastic with a hockey stick.
You have climbed a mountain this year Kaleb, keep climbing and continue to reach for the
stars. Wawanei!!!

The STAR in Rangi is Charlie
Charming, chirpy, chatty. These three words describe our Charlie Hughes. With a heart of
gold and a great sense of humour, Charlie has made the best of his final primary school
year. When in technological distress, he is the man to call. He puts 100% effort across all
his subjects and is happy to lend a helping hand to those needing a bit of support. He gets
along with anyone and can also work well independently - qualities we wish to see in all
Central School graduates. Charlie has a contagious smile that he likes to share.
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